50 Errors/Differences in TPM corrected by THE OBEDIENT Church of God
“For there MUST also be factions among you, that those who are approved may be recognized among
you.” 1 Corinthians 11:19
“I write... know how you ought to conduct yourself in the house of God, which is the church of the living God,
the pillar and ground of the truth” 1 Tim 3:15.
Guard what was committed to your trust. 1 Tim 6:20 Let no one deceive you....the wrath of God comes on...
disobedience. Do not be partakers with them Eph 5: 6-7.
Therefore, my beloved and longed-for brethren, my joy and crown, so stand fast in the Lord beloved.
Philippians 4:1
1.) TPM goes to Restaurants on Sabbath Feast Days etc..
The Obedient Church of God does “not” go to Restaurants on “any” Sabbath Day:
including the Feast Days when traveling to, or when at the Feast. TO COG members purchase
their food the day before the Sabbath day (Preparation day).
When TO COG member wants to have a big dinner, or friends over on a Sabbath Day, or Feast
Day, TO COG member will ask his friends to go to the restaurant the day “before” the Sabbath,
and pick up whatever fine exquisite dish they want to bring to the Sabbath meal. This writer has
purchased Fille Minion and other fine full course meals, with salad, soup, cheesecake etc. on the
day “before” the Sabbath, and put it into the fridge. All hotel rooms have a tiny fridge, and if you
are camping in a tent, just purchase a bag of ice and put your meal in a cooler.
The heated up Restaurant meals for myself and my friends, have always tasted good, as it would
in the Restaurant. We ask the Hotel maid for extra chairs if necessary, and have lined the Hotel
room wall with chairs, and everyone has a fine meal. Don’t forget to bring your cutlery, napkin
and beverage. Once you do it the first time, it becomes second nature to purchase your food on
the Preparation Day.
TO COG does this because we believe it is wrong to hire 4 people to work for you on a Sabbath
day. You have to hire/pay for:
1.) A Hostess
2.) A Waitress
3.) A Cook
4.) A Cashier.
Instead we teach/set the “example” silently by actions, not being seen buying on God’s Sabbaths.
Regarding the red herring argument that the restaurant is selling food to others anyway, the
answer is:
Then it would be ok for us to sell drugs to people, because someone else would sell it to them
anyway.
Regarding the Disciples passing through the grain field and munching on grain:
The Disciples were “not” hiring 4 people to pick and prepare their grain for them on the Sabbath
day. The Disciples were just munching on the grain, and not baking and cooking with the grain.
The Pharisees problem was that the Pharisees had their own rules in “addition” to God’s
commandment re the Mark of the Beast not to buy or sell on the Sabbath day, etc. and the
Pharisees thought picking and munching on grain was akin to working on the Sabbath day, and it
was not. Therefore the argument that infers that you can therefore hire 4 people on the Sabbath
day to prepare and serve you your meals, falls apart.
It is no imposition to purchase your food the day before the Sabbath if you are truly converted.
***
2.) TPM does not dwell in Temporary Dwellings (Booths) during the Feast of Booths. TPM just spends an
hour a day in a Succah.
TO COG members dwell (live in, eat and sleep) in Temporary Dwellings just as the “ORTHODOX” Jewish
People do today for 7 days. TO COG does not believe that God’s commandment that for 7 days thou shalt dwell

in Booths means “only” to “spend time a Succah” like TPM tries to say, BECAUSE the Orthodox Jews
“live/sleep in the Succah” for 7 days.
Here is the PROOF Dankenbring is wrong about just spending time in a Succah:
******************************************************************************
snip
Every Jewish child knows about the thrill of being in a Succah. Eating, sleeping and even decorating the Succah
is a big thrill for everyone.
But what exactly are the requirements of being in a Succah? What exactly are we supposed to do there besides
eating and sleeping? And just how are we to determine when it is proper not to be in the Succah?
Interestingly enough, this topic is discussed in the Talmud in a 'round about manner. In a seemingly unrelated
argument about the requirements of a person who must watch his fields from thieves, Rava and Abaye, two of
the more famous sages from the period of the Talmud have an argument.
Abaye rules that the person who must watch his fields is not obligated to eat or sleep in a succah. Why?
Because Abaye contends that the obligation of Succah is one that requires one to dwell in his succah just as he
dwells in his house. Just like he has his table and chairs, his bed and linens, his meals, etc in his house,
similarly, he is required to live in the Succah.
This, according to Abaye, is just impossible to do in the field. We can not expect a man to bring all of his
furnishings out to the field. That is not the manner of the man during the entire year, how can we obligate him
to do so for succah?
Rova gives a different rationale. Rova is of the opinion that if we were to require him to eat and drink in the
succah while he is guarding his field, the thieves would know where he is, and steal from a different part of the
field.
Now this opinion of Rova is really an eye raiser. Why? Because the concept of dwelling in a Succah as one
dwells in one's house is not a new concept. This idea was accepted by the great sages and rabbis that preceded
Rova by several generations.
snip from http://www.jewishmag.com/72mag/succah/succah.htm
*********************************************************************************************
So only “if” you have to watch your fields for robbers, are you then allowed “not” to sleep in the Succah for 7 days.
Since no one in TPM is staying up all night watching the fields for robbers, ergo:
The Talmud “proves” TPM is wrong for espousing falsely that you only spend 1 hour a day in a Succah.

Now for TO COG we do not have a bed in our North American style outdoor Succahs, because the rule for
building a Succah is that you must have an open roof to see between the boughs to see the stars, and it is too
cold, and you would get sick if you slept out in the cold all night.
Because we live in intemperate climates we have to rent hotel rooms, or exchange houses with another person,
so that we are in a temporary dwelling. A temporary dwelling is “NOT” just a dwelling that has to be taken
down every year, “BECAUSE” the purpose is to teach us that:
“We” are a temporary fleshly dwelling, awaiting our temporary body’s change” at Christ’s return at the end of
the Feast of Tabernacles (7,000 years). That lesson “cannot” be learned/inculcated by just sitting in a Succah for
an hour a day for 7 days.
TO COG “does” have all of its meals outside in the Succah for 7 days, as its first choice (weather permitting).
The point is that one must eat and sleep in a Succah (weather permitting) “BECAUSE”:

One must move out of one’s habitation (home) and dwell in another place temporarily, in order to capture the
essence of Christ’s plan to change our temporary bodies into Spiritual bodies at the end of the Feast of
Tabernacles. TO COG “does” build and spend an hour a day during the Feast in an outdoor Succah, and would
eat, sleep at night in the Succah, and live in the Succah “if” we were in a warm jungle climate.
***
3.) TPM does “NOT” stay up and “WATCH” as the Bible commands on the Passover Night.
TO COG watches/reflects on our lives, so that Jesus does not suprise us as a “thief in the night” and our
life is unprepared for Him and we PRAY that we are accounted worthy and do this by staying up on
Passover Night till dawn, just as the Bible in Matthew 26:38 Watch; Verse 40: Jesus found them sleeping
and Jesus said: “What? “Could you not watch with Me”... Matt 26:40.
Jewish people customarily stayed up late on Passover Night to speak of living a Godly life and fleeing
Egypt/Sin. The Disciples should have known better and stayed up.
We in TO COG “stay up” late on Passover Night until dawn, PRAYING and keeping Vigil. We need to obey
this vigil command “because” the World is in the Midnight Hour now, and remember that the Destroyer went
through Egypt and slaughtered all the first born at the Midnight Hour. Ex 12:23. On Passover Night we NEED
TO GIVE OURSELVES TO PRAYER, at least until past Midnight, and then reflect on our lives until dawn.
The duality of the Physical and the Spiritual should be obvious to you, as “dawn” is the arrival of Christ’s
redemption for the world, and we stay up all night past midnight contemplating our redemption and the
sacrifice of Christ that made our redemption possible (if we repent). Remember it is: “REPENT” and be
Baptized. Acts 2:38. It is not just “be baptized”. So we must WATCH/meditate on our lives the Passover
dark night, until the light of day/the light of the World/Christ arrives, so that we may be counted worthy. Luke
21:36 PRAY Repent Pray on the Night of the Passover all night (and as you normally do throughout the year).
But “ESPECIALLY” STAY UP AND PRAY ON THE PASSOVER NIGHT, AND CONTEMPLATE
CHRIST’S SACRIFICE AND YOUR EVALUATE YOUR RESPONSE OF REPENTANCE BY considering
your life last year, and this coming year after the Passover. This is the night to stay up all night and
WATCH/analyze your life all night and PRAY all night.
“Repeatedly” Christ warned the Disciples to stay awake, and watch (pray). And because they “weren’t” praying
on Passover night, the all fell asleep, and when the bounty hunter Judas came with the Roman soldiers, the
Disciples “all” fled and forsook Jesus, BECAUSE they had not prayed and gained the Spiritual Strength that
they needed. “YOU” must stay up and WATCH and PRAY all night long on Passover night. But they all went
to sleep, and had no strength when trouble came Matthew 26: 40-46.
:41 WATCH (stay awake/stay up) and PRAY lest you enter into temptation. Matthew 26:41 It is dual= both
physical and Spiritual. You “learn” the Spiritual “BY” applying the physical to your life, to inculcate/drive
home the point. But they all fell asleep, and had no Spiritual strength, so they later fled, due to lack of Spiritual
strength, from not Watching/Praying, staying up AWAKE that night as Christ had commanded them to do.
***
4.) TO COG member is to take the Passover elements standing up, with a staff in their hand (which they bring
with them) and do “not” sit down during the Passover. Exodus 12:11.
It makes no sense to try to sit with your staff/walking stick in your hand, therefore you must stand, as if you are
getting ready to flee out the door. TPM does not take the elements standing up, nor with a staff/walking stick in
their hand. Either you obey the Bible, so that you can inculcate the “physical” lesson to understand the
“spiritual” application, or you will not be learning the lesson, and instead you will just be having a bloated
meal.
***
5.) TO COG member is to wear his traveling clothes / street clothes on Passover Night, with a belt on his
waist, and running shoes or good walking shoes on his feet, with a staff/walking stick in his hand. It is the
same as if you are dressed to go on a hike tonight. You are to inculcate that you are fleeing Egypt/SIN. You are

to remain standing and hold the staff against your body “while” you are eating the Passover meal. TPM does
none of these Bible commands of Exodus 12:11.
***
6.) TPM has a leisurely Passover Dinner, while in TO COG we eat the Passover meal in “HASTE” Ex 12:11
and then look to the Heavens (individually each finding a window inside to look out of), and pray silently, and
reflect on the elements. Watch means to look out/look over your life, to see “if” you are ready for Jesus’ return,
“because” Jesus stated that He would come as a thief in the night, so you must WATCH/reflect on your life,
and Pray that you may be accounted worthy Luke 21:36. If there was ever a night for you to pray all night that
you are accounted worthy, THIS IS IT/THAT NIGHT. So we pray all night and speak of Yeshua’s return. TPM
does none of these Bible commands.
***
7.) TO COG stays inside the house until Midnight, and NO ONE is allowed to leave the house before
Midnight, and it is recommended that no one leave before dawn. TPM does none of the Exodus Bible
commands. Remember that not 1 jot or tittle shall pass from the Law (God’s instructions of “how” to do things,
until Christ returns). Matthew 5:18.
***
8.) TO COG burns any food that is left over from the Passover Night. Exodus 12:10. TPM does not follow this
clear Bible command.
***
9.) TO COG does not count the Passover dates or any other date using POTENTIAL VISIBILITY of the
Crescent Moon. If the moon cannot be seen with the naked eye, then the end of the month goes to the 30th day.
There are 360 days in God’s Holy Calender, ergo:
360 divided by 12 months (generally 12 not 13)= 30 days. Ergo any month “cannot” be longer than 30 days.
Just as Abram, Issac, Jacob, and Christ did, we have spotters looking for the Crescent Moon in Jerusalem, and
we do NOT start the next month on the day after the 29th “if” the Crescent is NOT seen on the 29th, even if the
airplanes in the skies over Jerusalem say that there is a Crescent moon.
We only do what the faith once delivered to the Saints states. The faith once delivered to the Saints does “NOT”
say to go up in an airplane and look for the Crescent Moon.
The faith once delivered to the Saints does “NOT” state to site the Moon from Jordan, or Egypt, or North
America.
If it is seen in any other Country than Jerusalem, it is not Biblical, BECAUSE the Bible states that the Crescent
must be seen “from” Jerusalem. If Yeshua wanted us to see the Crescent He would have the angels remove the
cloud cover from Jerusalem.
Therefore no matter how smart you think “YOU” are technically, you only go by the METHODOLOGY that
the Bible states, which is to site the Crescent from Jerusalem with the naked eye, the same way Abram, Isaac,
Jacob, and Christ did. How do we know that during 27 -30 A.D. there was not cloud cover in Jerusalem, and
Jesus could not see the Crescent moon on the 29th so Jesus started the month the day after the 30th?
Answer: You do “not” know that there was or wasn’t cloud cover over Jerusalem in 27-30 A.D., so you can be
rest assured THAT CHRIST WOULD HAVE STARTED THE MONTH AFTER THE 30TH , BECAUSE Christ
obeyed “every” jot and tittle of His Father’s Laws on “how” to move the month to the 30th day “if” the Crescent
Moon was “not” visible. You obey only the Bible, and not men with airplanes.

The answer is that we “ONLY” go by what the Bible states to do. PERIOD. END OF STORY. (Unless
you want to add words to the Bible that state: “It is now permissible to go up in an airplane to 30,000 feet and
look for the Crescent Moon).
The Obedient Church of God sets God’s months “BY” “God’s” instructions in the Bible, and
“WALKS IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF CHRIST, AND CHRIST DID NOT HAVE AN AIRPLANE, and still was
judged to have followed the Law perfectly. There could have been cloud cover on the sighting days of 27-30
A.D., and therefore the month would start after the 30th, even if the Crescent was visible from an airplane on the
29th.
The point is:
Do NOT eat of the tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, using an Airplane Mr. smarty pants.
ONLY USE THE BIBLE!!
Paraphrased: There is a way that seemeth right to a man, but (if that way is not in the Bible) it ends in DEATH.
Paraphrased for clarity in italics for Proverbs 14:12 (just as the King James has words in italics). Take out the
italicized words if you want to, but the gist/meaning is still the same.
God wants you to follow Him in Faith, and not with Airplanes.
***
10.) TPM celebrates Birthdays
TO COG does “not” celebrate birthdays:
You have not even been born yet, and you are celebrating the day of your birth. Satanists celebrate their
Birthdays. Birthdays are the highest Satanic day of the year for Satanists, and even Halloween places
behind/is not as important to Satanists as “THEIR” Birthday. Celebrating your birthday obscures the fact that
you are looking forward to your being changed into a Spirit God being. Celebrating your birthday focuses on
your impending death as you get older and older physically. Christians always looked at celebrating Birthdays
as evil, and 1st Century Christians in Christ’s day NEVER celebrated their Birthday. Christians viewed
Birthdays as an act of the unconverted such as the Pharaohs and Herod, who cut off the head on John the
Baptist to honour a Birthday wish of Herodius. No where does the Bible speak well of celebrating your
Birthday, and remember: To the Satanists it is the Highest Day of their year.
***
11.) TO COG celebrates your Baptism:
TO COG focuses on your Spiritual birth. TO COG celebrates the day of your baptism each year with other
members, (instead of your physical birth, which is just temporary fleeting life for you will die). Instead TO
COG celebrates you as a NEW BEING in the God Family, each year on the day of your Baptism, for you were
given an “earnest” of ETERNAL life at your Baptism.
***
12.) TO COG does “not” vote in elections:
God appoints and sets up rulers. If you vote, you could be voting against God’s choice for ruler.
You could be opposing God’s choice. Plus, we know that human rulers have no clue as how to
live a Godly life and we cannot vote for an unconverted Gentile. We do “pray” for our leaders.
***
13.) TO COG does not celebrate the settlers harvest festival masquerading as thanksgiving:
We state that the settlers harvest festival is nothing more than the Pagan Corn God Festival,
cloaked under the name thanksgiving. TO COG believes that we should be teaching people to
observe the Feast of Tabernacles, and not visa versa. TO COG does not believe we should

duplicate God’s Harvest Festival Feast of Tabernacles, with a “duplicate” harvest feast, because
that destroys God’s 7 Feast outline plan for the World.
***
14.) TO COG believes you should “not” come into a Bank to do banking on a Sabbath Day:
If you are caught stuck in the Tellers window when the Sabbath starts, that is an ox in the ditch,
but if you “enter/walk into” the Bank after the Sabbath has started, that is breaking God’s 4th
Commandment of “Remember the Sabbath Day (Friday night/Saturday) to keep it Holy.
***
15.) TO COG does not believe that we cannot know the approximate time of Christ’s return:
We are COMMANDED to read the signs of the times, as the fig tree Jerusalem ripens.
TO COG believes that Christ will return 2017 2018 which is 5777 on the Hebrew calendar.
***
16.) TO COG believes that Mothers day is the day of the harlot pagan Mother gODDESS:
Therefore we do not participate in Mothers day celebrations or wishes. TO COG uses the 364
other days of the year to take your mother out to dinner, or to give your mother gifts.
***
17.) TO COG does not celebrate Fathers day:
We believe that fathers day is just a stepping stone/validation of mothers day.
TO COG believes that God is our Father, and does not celebrate an “earthly” Fathers day.
Instead we honour, and give gifts, to our earthly father on any of the 364 other days of the year.
***
18.) TO COG does not believe that you should charge usury/interest to a fellow member:
We do not charge interest to any church member of our faith, no matter what the situation. It is
permissible to charge usury/interest to a gentile or person NOT of the faith.
***
19.) TO COG believes that all life is precious, and that you should not
“UNNECESSARILY” kill “any” of God’s creatures:
Flies can be caught or shooed out, spiders can be caught and carried out if possible. Ants and
small insects should “not” be stepped on if you see them. If you cannot create such a creature, or
if you cannot make a violin, then don’t go around smashing other peoples’ violins, nor
DESTROYING God’s creatures. All God’s “precious” creatures have their purpose and function
on God’s exquisite little blue planet, called Earth.
***
20.) There are/were 1,000 (ONE THOUSAND) attempted suicides in the US ARMY every
month and TPM scoffs at this fact: PROOF at click here>> http://thinkprogress.org/2008/04/22/va-hidessuicide-data/
Think Progress » VA Conceals Vet Suicide Figures From CBS To ...
The VA told CBS that there were 790 attempted suicides in all of 2007. ... coordinators are

identifying about 1000 suicide attempts per month among the veterans .....
BECAUSE TO COG states: It is an unjust war.
We are against “needless” WAR (but we will kill the enemy in a “just” war ordained by God,
with no regret).
***
21.) There “ARE” 3 Resurrections (without playing semantics):
1.) The 1st Resurrection is at the Return of Christ Rev 20:6.
2.) The 2nd Resurrection is after the 1000 year reign of Christ, where “every” human ever born
will be Resurrected to “human life” in the White Throne Judgment, to live up to 100 years. Isa
65:20 in order to learn character development, by following the exact tenants and ways of God,
Rev 21:7 and “then” be judged to have developed the self control and discipline (character
development) to be given all the power and the eternal life of the God Family.
3.) The 3rd Resurrection occurs at the time of Judgment when some are raised to everlasting life,
and some to everlasting damnation. Daniel 12:2 Rev 20:15
***
22.) TPM has the Mark of the Beast on it, for TPM celebrating “THE BEAST’S” = The Government’s pagan
Harvest Festival, that the Indians celebrated for 3 days in 1721 to their Corn God. Dankenbing tries to say the
celebration was not pagan, when every bonafide research reference will tell you that the Harvest Festival is
based on pagan gods. If we can use that Pagan festival to honour God, then we can use Easter and Christmas
also, because that would be the same logic.
See our article on Thanksgiving that shows you are striking the rock twice and destroying the plan of God by
having a “duplicate” Harvest Festival 1 month after the Feast of Tabernacles.
AND we are to be teaching the Government to celebrate the FOT and not visa versa of the Government
teaching us to follow the pagan Harvest Festival. TPM has the Mark of the BEAST/Government on it.
See our Article: “YOU” HAVE The Mark of the Beast on “YOU”.
23.) TO COG does “not” allow anyone to talk for 1 minute after partaking of Christ’s Body, AND again
for 1 minute of partaking of Christ Blood, because you need time to reflect on the “MEANING” of the
elements that you are partaking of.
At Dankenbring’s some people are grabbing and eating the bread “before” it is to be given as an element, and
others are telling jokes between the Body and the Blood of Christ elements. And it still persists, because
nobody cares, though they say they do, nothing changes.
***

24.) TO COG does not recite Hebrews words when the elements are being taken, “because” it

has much more impact to “just” “only” say the words in English, so that it does not appear or
feel like some “incantation” ritual.
***

25.) TO COG does not use the “exact” same words over and over at each Kiddish or Passover
ceremony, so that there does not become some “vain” repetition, as in the chanting of Creeds in
some of the Protestant Churches.
***
26.) TO COG believes that President Clinton “cannot” be the head of the United Nations
because the charter of the United Nations explicitly states that none of the leaders of the G5
Nations in the UN can ever be allowed to be the UN leader.
***
27.) Get off the Titanic= get out of the USA soon and go to Venezuela, or Switzerland is even
better for they have underground bunkers to protect you from radiation fallout.
All the smart & rich people in the USA are leaving the USA, (just like the smart & rich people
in Germany “before” the 2 nd World War) left Germany. Smart people in 2009 are now leaving
the USA for South America.
Dankenbring does not have a clue, as to “where” a safe country is, to escape death and escape
being beheaded in the USA. In the USA true Christians are going to be put into one of the
FEMA concentration camps in the USA.
The “wise” Jews in Jerusalem, took off for “Pella”, and escaped. The foolish Jews stayed in
Jerusalem and were “SLAUGHTERED”.
28.) Dankenbring refuses to admit: President Hugo Chavez is a “friend” of the USA “citizens”,
but an enemy of the USA Beast Government, because Chavez recognized the evil of Bush, in
Bush’s invasion and take over of Iraq. Chavez called Bush the “DEVIL” and said he could still
smell the sulphur on the Podium
that Bush had stood on the day before. Chavez was right to talk straight about Bush and Bush’s
cronies that are stripping Iraq of all its oil revenue.
On the other hand instead of robbing and looting another Country:
Hugo Chavez subsidized heating oil for the disadvantaged poor in the United States. Hugo
helped 200,000 American poor Families in 23 States survive the winter through Venezuela’s
Citco Oil Corporation = sold winter heating oil to poor people in the USA at subsidized rate,
while at the same time OUR USA Oil Corporations “GOUGED” THE POOR PEOPLE IN
THE USA.
For proof see>> http://www.greendaily.com/2009/01/09/hugo-chavezs-heating-oil-programforeign-aid-for-americas-poo/

29.) Dankenbring refuses to admit Hugo Chavez is a just and righteous man, and that the
Republican Party of the USA has proven itself to be a bunch of Devils. If you look at the
record:
Every time the Republicans come in they rob, loot, and raid the treasury, AND tax and spend
“MORE” on war, Star Wars (Regan) etc. than the Democrats> Just like when Regan got in and
the whole Country then had to pay up to 18% on their Mortgages, and the Republicans have a
habit of getting us into more wars than even the Democrats. (BTW the Democrats are nearly as
bad as the Republicans, though the Democrats do not lie as much as George Bush did). But the
Democrats are nearly as bad, because the Democrats got into power in the House and
Congress by saying they would “end” the Iraq war, and then they voted even more money and
troops for the Iraq war. So the only answer is Christ’s Government.
BTW there was no “surge” of troops during the Iraq War. That term was just Orwellian
Newspeak to cover up the fact that 4,000 US soldiers had been killed, and 30,000 injured so
severely they could no longer be used.
30,000 “replacement” soldiers were sent to Iraq to “fill in for = make up for the killed and
wounded that could no longer fight. Replacement troops are “NOT” a surge. It was just
Orwellian New Speak “SURGE” to cover up the fact that over 30,000 US soldiers were so
severely injured that they could no longer fight.
30.) President Hugo Chavez will protect the Christians, just as President Hugo Chavez helped
and intervened in favour of the Jewish Community in Venezuela in 2008, personally, when he
order an investigation: That uncovered that a disgruntled synagogue employee killed the Jews in
Venezuela, and that it was a lone individual and not a plot.
Were it not for Hugo intervening and seeking justice for the Jews, it would “NEVER” come to
light that a disgruntled Synagogue employee was the cause.
But the Fox News and all the American News agencies, keep on trying to destroy the TRUTH,
by trying to discredit Mr. Chavez.
This is the same USA Propaganda, done the same way as the USA News Agencies tried to
destroy the truth just as they did in the 1980s under Regan:
snip
This campaign is really a rerun of what happened in the 1980’s when Nicaragua, which under the Sandanistas
had got rid of their fascist dictator Somoza. Nicaragua too was accused of ‘anti-Semitism’. According to Rabbi
Rosenthall of the ADL Latin American Affairs Department:
‘Nicaragua’s Left Wing Sandinista Government has forced the country entire Jewish community into exile,

confiscated Jewish owned property and taken over the synagogue in the capital, Managua.’
and naturally ‘according to Rabbi Rosenthal’s article, Nicaraguan Jews blame the longstanding close ties
between the Sandinistas and the PLO.’ Jewish Chronicle 25.5.83.
snip
The above in red is all Propaganda, and untrue, and it is being done the same old/same old way as it is always
done to try to discredit Chavez.
31.) Dankenbring does not realize that Obama cannot be the Man of Sin, because the Man of Sin “MUST” be a
“Religious Leader”.

32.) Obama could be the Beast Leader, “WHEN” a “new” group is formed inclusive of the
U.N., but Obama is “NOT” the Man of Sin.
33.) The Giza Pyramid ante-dates the Flood, and was built “before” Adam and Eve, by the
Watchers, when they were on the earth. This is proven by the fact that The Great Pyramid has
water markings ½ of the way up on it, from the Great Flood of Noah’s Time “way before the
time of Job”.
The base of the Pyramid also has 14 feet of mud/sediment that holds fossils of a Seacow dated
by carbon dating to be 11,600 years ago. This “proves” the Pyramid was built way before Job,
while Dankenbring claims Job built the Great Pyramid.
34.) TO COG believes that there are 3 witnesses of God’s “proof” that God is in control of the
Universe/World, while Dankenbring will not acknowledge all 3.
1.) The Bible with its fulfilled “Prophecies”.
2.) The Great Pyramid Giza Isa 19:19 with its fulfilled “Time lines”.
3.) The stars in the Heaven= the progression of the Heavenly bodies which end with the
“Dragon being slain by the Lion” (of Judah). We do “not” recommend the following site, but
provide it “only” as a source of interest.>> http://www.asis.com/users/stag/zodiac.html
35.) TO COG does not use any pesticide of herbicide on its gardens or lawn, while others like
Dankenbring pollute the earth in order to have a “cosmetically” appealing lawn. There are now
“dead zones” in the Oceans from all the pesticides and herbicides upsetting the eco balance of
the earth. Every drop of pesticide and herbicide does not magically disappear, but instead
causes toxicity on God’s precious planet. Cut your lawn often and the weeds will not thrive, but
the grass will. And get exercise by weeding your garden by hand.
36.) Dankenbring’s members do “NOT” stand when they sing Hymns and praises to our Father.
TO COG requires all member to stand, when singing to God.
37.) Dankenbring’s members are not allowed to face the North Heavens, and are not allowed to
face Jerusalem as all our brothers (Judah) do, when they sing to God, so that they can all look
like one great Worldwide Choir to God. TO COG prefers to face North when possible as it is
the only way to face where God’s throne is in the North Heavens per the Bible which shows

that God’s throne in the 3rd Heaven is in what we call North, very likely near the stars called the
Pleiades, Job 38:31 Isaiah 14:13. TO COG requires all members to face to the North Heavens or
to Jerusalem (whichever the room permits) when they sing/address praises to God.
38.) TO COG believes that one “should” wear their best clothes that they have when they
appear before God. TPM does not. TO COG believes one should not appear before God without
a suit or sports jacket, tie, clean underwear, bathed, and shined shoes.
If you were going to your daughters wedding, you would not appear in a pullover, sweatshirt,
nor appear without a Suit, or at least a sports jacket and tie. So do not give your daughter more
respect that you give the Great God/leader of the Universe/the head of millions of
angels/heavenly hosts as He sits on His throne n the North Heavens, watching you appear
before Him, on Sabbath.
It is an insult to our great God, for a ministerial leader and his members to disrespectfully
appear before God’s throne in their everyday street clothes. The red herring argument that WCG
ministers were hypocrites dressed in suits doesn’t hold up, because the WCG ministers also all
drove fleet vehicle leased good looking shiny cars, and therefore you are saying that you should
not drive a good looking shiny car because WCG ministers drove good looking shiny cars. That
argument is an insult to logic, just as the argument that we should not wear good looking suits
or sport jackets, and ties, and shined shoes before God, because WCG ministers did is absurd,
and dysfunctional in the extreme. Something else is going on when a person takes that kind of
illogical stance.
When you go to praise and appear before the leader of the Universe or the King, just like Esther
did Esther 5:1. You should at least wear a suit or jacket as you did for your daughters wedding
(unless your daughters wedding is more important to you than the King/God of the Universe).
TO COG requires that the ladies wear skirts to appear before God. If a lady after the 2 nd or 3 rd
admonition still appears at Services without a proper skirt on, she will be sent home to change.
If a man show up without a suit, or sports jacket or tie after the 2 nd or 3 rd admonition, that man
will be sent home to change.
Re not being able to afford a suit: You can purchase a suit at the 2 nd hand store for 10 to 15
dollars, and a tie for 1 dollar and a white shirt for 2 dollars, and this writer has done so.
Therefore the fallacious argument that you cannot afford a suit and tie, or a nice good dress for
the ladies, is an outright lie.
The above code of decorum applies to the United States, Canada, Europe, etc..
In the Philippines and other temperate Countries, for men a white shirt without a jacket is
acceptable for the men, and a light coloured cool dress for the women.

Whatever the Custom for the “best” dress of that “particular” Country is, be it just a white shirt,
one should dress their best, per whatever their own Country’s customs of good dress are.
39.) TO COG believes that we “CAN” do “all” things through the Holy Spirit power that
strengthens us. This writer once weighed 220 lbs., and now weighs circa 160 lbs. = a loss of 60
lbs. through prayer and effort. Analogy is: If faith was likened to faith going against a
mountain, we will say to a “barrier”:
Be moved, and it will be moved. Matthew 17: 20-21.
Oscar Eliason, in 1945, near the end of World War II, wrote this inspiring Gospel song,
Got any rivers you think are uncross able?
Got any mountains you can’t tunnel through?
God specializes in things thought impossible.
And He will do what no other power can do.

Just keep on praying until light breaks through
Just keep on praying. He will answer you.
God keeps His promise. His word is true.
Just keep on praying until light breaks through.

If someone has a noticeable sin such as gluttony, that does not lose weight year
after year, remaining a hundred pounds overweight, they will be counseled by TO
COG. No excuses. There were no fat people in the Concentration camps.
It is caloric intake that makes one fat, and calories are not in the air, the calories are
in the amount of food you put in your mouth, day after day after day.
You body is the Temple of the Lord, and you must look after your/God’s Temple.
40.) TO COG “honours” and defends Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. Armstrong was “NOT” wrong, when he wrote 1975 in Prophecy, (of which we
have an “original” copy for proof), any more than Moses was wrong when Moses
promised to take the Children of Israel into the Promised Land. It took 40 years, to
get to the Promised Land.
Moses was “NOT” wrong, when he said he would take your forebearers into the
Promised Land.
Mr. Armstrong was “NOT” wrong when he printed 1975 in Prophecy, because it
takes 40 years to get to the Promised Land.
The Place of Safety will be in 2015. Mr. Armstrong was “NOT” wrong, any more
than Moses was wrong, when Moses promised to lead God’s people to the

Promised Land.
Please view our Video from the 1 st day of the Hebrew year back in 2008 titled:
40 Years in the Spiritual Wilderness.
We honour Mr. Armstrong.
Dankenbring instead trashes Mr. Armstrong every chance he has.
41.) Dankenbring has given so many “false Prophecies” for the year of the return
of Christ “so many times”, ministers of other COGs view him as a standing joke. It
is truly absurd that Dankenbring led his members to believe that Christ was
returning in 2006 and numerous times before 2006. Proof is that the owners of the
Campground and Restaurant and Park in Omak, (where the members go for a Feast
of Tabernacle outing), was told that Christ was returning in 2006.
And it was not just one member and not just that year, as other members told me
personally of other years they were misled.
This writer had told Dankenbring repeatedly for 6 months in 2007, that Christ is
NOT returning until 2018, (and even gave him an article explaining it all to him
which he rejected). That article stated: “BECAUSE” there has to be 7 years of the
Beast’s reign, (which should start circa 2010) Christ cannot return until after 7
years “after” the daily sacrifice starts.
Dankenbring has always been a false prophet, as evidenced by his writings
alluding to Christ’s return being in the 1990s-1997, etc., etc..
The proof of his being a false prophet is in his writings, and I do not have to take
the time to say anymore, as again to make it clear that I am not just bashing him
wrongly, for the proof is recorded in his writings.
Some of the ministers in the COGs call Dankenbring the biggest joke on the planet.
Dankenbring is a researcher, and is NOT a prophet, (nor is Capitola a prophetess).
I refer to them as slick and slim. One is a researcher, and the other is the worker.
Dankenbring “still” (as of this writing July 16 2009), does not have a clue when
Christ could return, for on the July 11 2009 Broadcast, Dankenbring said on his
Broadcast that the Tribulation has already started per Tom Horn on The Edge
broadcast, that he was quoting; and Dankenbring was stating it could be possible
that the Tribulation has already started. The proof again is on tape of July 11 2009.
What utter nonsense and tripe.
The Tribulation does “not” start until the Man of Sin is revealed, and not until the
Temple is rebuilt, or at least opened with daily sacrifices.
Then it takes 3 ½ years before the daily sacrifices are take away/forced to be

stopped “after” the first 3 ½ years, and then we flee, and the 2 Witnesses take over
for the next 3 ½ years= 7 years from 2010.
The Tribulation has “NOT” already started.
If you wish to know where we are in Prophecy now July 2009:
We are presently in Matthew 24:8 “The Beginning of Sorrows”.
We are “NOT” in the Tribulation yet. Dankenbring is NOT a Prophet, and is just a
researcher/speaker.
Dankenbring is NOT NOT NOT a Prophet, because Dankenbring’s
Prophecies/Speculations have been “repeatedly” wrong
for the last 20 years.
That is why Dankenbring has no credibility with the other Churches of God, and
that is why the other Churches of God will no longer listen to “anything” that
Dankenbring says.
Deuteronomy 18:20 But the prophet, which shall presume to speak a word in my name, which I
have not commanded him to speak, or that shall speak in the name of other gods, even that
prophet shall die.
Deuteronomy 18:21 And if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know the word which the LORD
hath not spoken?
Deuteronomy 18:22 When a prophet speaketh in the name of YAH, if the thing follow not, nor
come to pass, that is the thing which YAH hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it
presumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of him.

Dankenbring has blown himself out of the water so many times, with failed Prophecies, that
none of the Churches of God will listen to him anymore.
42.) Regan was one of the “worst” Presidents ever, while TPM says he was the greatest:
Regan should have been hung for Treason for selling Arms to our enemy Iran,
in “direct” opposition to the orders of Congress.
Here are the individual points/FACTS to substantiate that Regan was the “worst” President ever:

1.) Regan was a dupe of the multi-national Corporations, following Bankers and Corporate
Lobbyists. Regan was a deceived nincompoop (noun-fool or simpleton), who listened to his
Corporate “handlers” as he unwittingly fronted for them.
2.) He was an actor in B movies, and played in “Bedtime For Bonzo”, which had an
uncontrollable monkey crawling over his head. Even as a B movie it was ridiculous.

3.) Regan stupidly got us into an Arms race with the Soviet Union, which subsequently
destroyed the economies of both countries. It was a Pyrrhic victory, which means:
A victory that is offset by staggering losses. This expression alludes to King Pyrrhus of Epirus,
who defeated the Romans at Asculum in B.C. 279, but lost his best officers and many of his
troops. Pyrrhus then said: “Another such victory and we are lost.”
Regan set the stage for the fiscal mess we inherited today, with our unsustainable Military
budget, which BTW is larger than that of all the other nations combined (not to mention we are
paying $600.00 for a hammer) because the Corporations are feeding at the trough. Worse than
that we have to have ongoing Wars throughout the world because the Number 1 export of the
USA is weapons today, and the Corporations have to have Wars, in order to feed themselves.
4.) Regan (who knew nothing about Economics) introduced “Trickle Down Economics”, which
has brought on the financial mess the USA is in today. It was called “smoke and mirrors” by the
leading Economists, yet Regan was duped into destroying the working class of the United
States.
5.) Regan took all the control regulations off of the American Banking system and voila' we had
the Savings & Loan Debacle of the 1980s, which nearly brought down the USA financially in
the 1980s, and required huge bailouts. Deja vu.
6.) Regan unwittingly started the destruction of the Middle Class, with his Union busting antics,
especially the firing of all the Air Traffic Controllers.
7.) Regan had/supported financially the “Death Squads” in El Salvador and all throughout Latin
American, that were killing the South American people that dared to try to improve their
position and take back their country from the American corporations.
8.) Worst of all, Regan ran all of his meetings and appointments using an Astrologer to set the
dates of the meetings, and that is akin to witchcraft.
9.) Regan “STOPPED” the return of the American hostages, so that he and George Bush Sr. (his
Vice President) could win the election. Regan cut a deal with Iran “NOT” to release the
Americans, until after he was elected. The hostages “were” released on the day of Regan's
election.
10.) Regan gave Nuclear Technology to Pakistan, and that today will destabilize the whole
Mideast. Pakistan and India already nearly went into a Nuclear War. Regan gave away the USA
Nuclear Technology to Pakistan, and hence the danger we are in now from a "Nuclear"
proliferation of weapons in the hands of Islamic militants should Pakistan's present government
falter, which is quite likely.

11.) Regan broke the Constitution of the United States, by going behind Congress, and selling
Arms to Iran, when the Congress of the United States had an arms embargo against Iran.
12.) Regan then used the money from his illegal Arms sales to Iran, to fund the murderous
Nicaraguan Contras, who then killed honest civilians using Regan’s guns and Arms in order to
gain control of the people of South America. Oliver North took the fall for Regan.
13.) The Contras would get the Guns and Arms as the American planes flew into South
America, and those same planes flew back to the USA loaded with Drugs.
People should go by the FACTS, and not the image portrayed by the TV media.
Regan should have been hung for Treason for selling Arms to our “enemy” Iran.
43.) TO COG ministers and members are not to raise their voices to each other in public, (let alone in Services),
thereby setting a terrible example of lack of self control, and not having the fruits of the Spirit. The fruits of the
Spirit are love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness and temperance. These are not
“individual” fruits, but the Fruit of the Spirit is a “ninefold” manifestation that characterizes those who truly
walk in God’s Spirit.
A minister or member of TO COG that raises his or her voice to another member, will be asked to leave the
building, and will be subject to suspension, no matter what the cause of his or her actions are/were.
We are to be vessels of the Holy Spirit, and as such we must be filled with the Holy Spirt as a Spirit filled
vessel.
Holy Spirit vessels do not go around shouting at one another. If you want a fruit tree to grow and bear fruit, you
do not shout at the tree. To get the point across in a kind way, this writer likes to use humour with some
difficult subjects. Here is the joke to get the point across:
A man’s car stalled and was blocking the intersection, and he was under the hood trying to start it when a truck
driver pulled up behind, and even though the truck driver could see that the hood was up, the truck driver
started blasting his big horn. After this abuse, the driver of the stalled car walked over to the truck driver, and
said:
I’m stuck on how to fix this car.
Can you come out and help me,
and I will sit in your truck and blow the horn for you.
Therefore the Fruit of the Spirit or absence of it, “IS” Visible Growth into Christ Jesus. The "Fruit of the
Spirit" is a Bible term that “sums up the nine visible attributes of a true Christian life”.
Galatians 5:22-23 KJV states these attributes are: love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
meekness and temperance. We learn from scripture that these are not individual "fruits" from which we pick
and choose. Rather, the fruit of the Spirit is one ninefold "fruit" that characterizes all who truly walk in the Holy
Spirit. Collectively, these are the fruits that all Christians should be/MUST BE producing in their new lives
with Jesus Christ.
=====================================================================

Editor’s Note:
Poncho (Lawrence) was killed eternally (excommunicated) by Dankenbring who on tape said:
“To hell with you AND your money”.
44.) Editor’s note: Dankenbring “LIED” on tape, he was never offered money, in fact just the opposite.
Dankenbring on Jan 5, 2008 said he had a present for me, and Lawrence said: “Does it go ‘meow’”, inferring I
don’t want an ordination. No money was ever offered, for even a cat.
Dankenbring lied on his Sabbath tape November 19 2008 about Lawrence, and deliberately lied
about Lawrence offering money, screaming out on the November 29 Broadcast to the World, “THE HELL
WITH YOU AND YOUR MONEY, and quoted Simon Magus who offered money for the Holy Spirit.
I have news for Dankenbring: I “already have” the Holy Spirit in great measure, (and some have laid hands on
me to ask God to give me a “Double Portion” of His Holy Spirit).
Lefty (Dankenbring) used a another lie about money to justify his “attempted” killing of Lawrence.
***
Other differences/other Issues showing the Heart-less-ness of Dankenbring and Capitola when Bob died:
PS: I bought a $100 dog house, dog toys, and dishes for Smokey (Bob Dankenbring’s dog, when
Bob died), and even made a sign for Smokey Dog House, called “Smokey’s Retreat”.
But the Dankenbrings killed the loyal dog, saying it is a “one man dog” instead of letting
Lawrence care for Bob’s lifelong friend, Smokey. One man dogs “CAN” be cared for. Smokey’s
killing is how you get rewarded for loyalty by Dankenbrings= you get killed. But no one but
Lawrence had the fortitude to tell the truth, and want to do the right. BTW dog spelt reversed is
GOD.
***
Regarding Dankenbring reiterating on the Air to the World, that I stated that Capitola was a
control freak, the truth is that Dankenbring himself, said that Capitola was “TYRANNICAL”
when Capitola would not let Bill and Lawrence discuss housing for the brethren at the
Apartments that Walter Preston manages. Everyone in TPM is in “DENIAL”
THAT Capitola is out of control.
***
45.) Regarding Dankenbring saying on the Broadcast that there is nothing wrong with Capitola
putting out paper plates and plastic forks for God’s Kiddish.
Answer: You don’t put on a dinner FORMAL Dinner for the President of the United States,
using paper plates, and plastic knives and plastic forks. And you certainly do not do so when you
are giving a celebration Dinner in honour of the
RULER OF THE UNIVERSE
***
46.) Regarding Wine that a guest brings for the meal.
You don’t take the wine and hide it, and say: “I’m not serving wine”.
You leave the wine on the table.
Out of the many times I was over at the Dankenbrings, they must have taken, collected 20 bottles of wine from
me, that of which I was not given 1 drop.
***
47.) Timothy was told: “Do not drink just water, drink wine”. And regarding Dankenbring’s Diabetes, one
can have wine for your stomach’s sake during a meal=with food.

New International Version (©1984)
Stop drinking only water, and use a little wine because of your stomach and your frequent illnesses.
New American Standard Bible (©1995)No longer drink water exclusively, but use a little wine for the sake of
your stomach and your frequent ailments.
International Standard Version (©2008)
Stop drinking only water, but use a little wine for your stomach because of your frequent illnesses.
GOD'S WORD® Translation (©1995)
Stop drinking only water. Instead, drink a little wine for your stomach because you are frequently sick.
***
48.) Everyone in TPM is in denial about Capitola being a bully and control freak.
The Proof of others being in denial that she is a bully and control freak is that: None of the 4 men at the Kiddish
said anything when Capitola took the 4 mens ½ full wine bottle away, while they were still eating.
Every man just looked at the other man, and we all decided to say nothing. Lawrence did not want to cause a
scene, so Lawrence “later” asked for some wine, but the other men were afraid to ask for their wine. So
Dankenbring on the Broadcast infers that I should NOT be following the instructions of Paul, and that no one
should want to have wine, when the Bible clearly recommends wine with meals. But week after week we have
to hear: “I” am not serving wine. Everyone is in denial in TPM of what the bully control freak is really doing/ =
everyone is in denial of what is really going on.
***
You purchase and give Capitola 8 fine stem ware full size normal Wine Glasses
and Capitol hides them
and uses plastic tiny glasses, if and when “she” decides “she” will have wine.
***
Capitola does not allow the wine bottle to be left on the table,
because “she” wants to control what everyone has.
***
No one but Lawrence had the courage to speak up. I got such a glare when I asked: Could I have some wine
please. (After all they still had at least 20 “full” bottles that I bought during the year, that were never allowed to
be opened).
***
Capitola took my song list/Hymn list away from me, every time after the Service.
***
When asked NOT to play a Hymn that no one knew how to sing, and that would have to be stopped midway,
she would sneak that same Hymn in the next week, by giving the Hymn list seconds before the Broadcast, and
then Mr. Dankenbring would have to stop the Hymn because no one beforehand had time to practice it.
***
Everyone in TPM is in DENIAL that Capitola is a total control freak.
***
It is like having an “Elephant in the Room” PUSHING EVERYONE AROUND”, take off your shoes, put your
coat there, don’t touch that chair, don’t put that on the cabinet (even though you put a cloth on the cabinet first),
don’t put that microphone so close to the piano (even though it “has” to be close to the piano to work properly),
don’t move that chair, don’t put that so close to the clock, don’t put the Boombox there, put it there, don’t put
the bug light in the center of the garage where it works best (put it in the corner of the garage where the bugs
can’t even see it) and you sit here. She moved me around to different seats on the table so many times, that I sat
in them all, and it felt like a Merry-go-Round. I never knew where to sit, because you had to wait for her to tell
you. That and all the above is her being a control freak day after day.
***

Even the animals have no piece around Capitola, as the squirrel is even chased out of the trees by Capitola, and
the deer off the lot with a rake.
This writer on his property invites the deer to come in, and in fact puts out food for the deer.
And regarding the poor squirrel:
The poor little squirrel does not have any money to go to the store to buy its walnuts, so let the poor squirrel
have some of walnuts. Even the Scriptures state to:
Leave food for the poor. Leviticus 19:9 And the animals if you have a heart.
But even the animals don’t have peace, and no one has the courage to say anything, about everyone and
everything being pushed around by the elephant in the room.
I could say MUCH more, but I am only answering the charges made against me on the
November 29 2008 broadcast
which was insultingly titled:
Narcissistic one man shows vs true servants of God.
Question: Who is the real one man show:
Capitola is a mean uncaring, thoughtless bully. The proof is that in an insulting mean smarmy tone said one
Sabbath to Lawrence:
“We did just fine without you”.
And it was not said in anything other than meanness,
in a mean, smarmy tone, that was so evil and nasty
BECAUSE
Bill screamed at Capitola: CAPPY!!
***
God will judge who wants to be the one man show, after Lawrence comes 2,000 miles from Minnesota, to
Eugene Oregon, to Washington to help TPM, and puts his life’s work into helping TPM and setting so many
other things right in TPM, including setting up and choosing a sound system mike that would work for the
phone system with and giving Dankenbring a special phone so that Dankenbring could do the Broadcast all by
himself. Then for Lawrence’s help and expertise Lawrence is bashed about his expertise, and then Lawrence
gets KILLED, thrown into the Lake of Fire for his help.
***
49.) RE the lie that Lawrence was trying to split up D & C: The answer is that I was trying to keep them
together
“Peaceably” in the same building/house
by doing an intervention all by myself, because everyone else in the congregation was in denial, (except for the
lady that quit over the abuse she heard on the Broadcast). Back in 1969 I was managing a 7 person office in a
Collection Agency and could manage those rough men and mean people quite nicely, and was offered to be the
Head of Employee Management for
the whole country. I do “KNOW” how to get a Corporation running as smooth as silk.
So I HAD TO INTERVENE and speak up and try to correct this mess:
So Dankenbring was told that because he has a heart condition, and is having to raise his voice to
Capitola every day of his life, that he is better to live in the attic (divide the house in half) rather
than live (hourly) with a contentious woman. Proverbs 21:9.
Before he has a heart attack or worse.
It (the daily arguing with Capitola) was/is doing harm to Dankenbring. The only logical thing to
do is to divide the house in half and instead just be together on the Sabbaths to continue the
Broadcast on Sabbaths. It can’t go on, and on, and on.
Arguing every day, is “NOT” God’s way, and it has nothing to do with alleging the excuse of
strong willed people. It is dysfunctional to be arguing every day for your whole life.
Someone had to have the strength of character to do an intervention, as every other person in the

Church was in denial, of the obvious facts.
Once you separate the combatants, then they could reflect and change. I tried to find a way to
keep them together (in the same house) at peace, and keep Dankenbring alive in the process.
In Conclusion
Dankenbring argued continually with Capitola “before” I even arrived in Omak, and
Dankenbring continues to argue with Capitola “after” I have left, as evidenced by every other
broadcast on tape, including June 27 2009 where Dankenbring said: “I don’t care what anyone
thinks, if they don’t like it, they can hang up.” (re listening to arguing on the Broadcast).
***
Though I could say more, I am not a talebearer, and only defending myself.
This space will be left Blank deliberately ____________ unless more attacks are made on me.
This is left blank deliberately, because I have said just enough, so that those who are “not in denial of the facts”,
can judge for themselves and know that it was Dankenbring’s (their fault) not mine.
***
***
Bottom line
None of this would ever be had to be said,
were it not for the “FACT”
that Dankenbring “lied” and misconstrued THE FACTS on the Broadcast about all of the above.
Therefore the TRUTH
HAS
to prevail,
so that God’s work
can continue.
***
Doesn’t a man not have the right to answer
the Public Charges
that have been made against him!
False charges that were Broadcasted
in the Broadcast of November 29 2008.
***
Bottom line:
50.) Paul and Barnabas did “NOT” kill (excommunicate) each other = consign each other to Hell,
because they disagreed on personnel management, or on Doctrine. Instead they just separated.
But Dankenbring lied about Lawrence, and condemned his right hand man Lawrence, to “Hell”To burn Lawrence up, in Hell- the Lake of Fire!
***
Hear the Poncho and Lefty epilogue click here>>
http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=0422BC2BFBD4660D&playnext=1&playnext_from
=PL&v=JxzJAF1BxP4
Here are the words to the epilogue with Lefty living in a cheap Omak town and growing old:
Livin' on the road my friend, is gonna keep you free and clean
And now you (Lawrence) wear your skin like iron, and your breath is hard as kerosene
Weren't you mamma's only boy-oy, her favourite one it seems
She began to cry when you said, good-bye, sank to your dream
Poncho (Lawrence) was a bandit boy, his horse (Doctrine & Writings) was fast as polished steel
He wore his gun (TRUTH) out on his sleeve, for all the honest World to feel
Poncho met his match, you know, on the deserts down in (Omak) Mexico
Nobody heard his (Lawrence’s excommunicated) dyin' word, but that's the way it goes
All the Federales, they say

They could have had him any day
They only let him slip a-away
Out of kindness I suppose
Lefty he can't sing the blues, all night long like he used to
The dust that Poncho bit down south, ended up in (Dankenbring’s) Lefty's mouth
The day they lay poor Poncho low, Lefty split for Ohio
Where he got the bread to go, there ain't nobody knows
All the Federales they say-ay
We could have had him any day
We only let him slip a-away
Out of kindness I suppose
The poets tell how Poncho fe-ell, and Lefty's livin' in a cheap (town Omak) hote-els
The desert's quiet, Cleveland's cold, and so the story ends we're told
Poncho (Lawrence) needs your prayers, it's true, save a few for Lefty too
He (Lawrence) only did what he had to do (defending God’s Torah), and now he's growin' old
All the Federales, they say
We could have had him any day
They only let him go so-o long
Out of kindness I suppose
A few grey Federales, they say-ay-ay
We could have (exposed Dankenbring’s mistakes) had him any day
We only let him (Dankenbring) go so-o long
Out of (Lawrence’s) kindness I suppose.
Lawrence States:
Always have courage and
Do your Best
And God will do the Rest.

